GIN TWIST
menu
Trend, obsession or art. It seems that the whole universe circles around
this interesting spirit, which invites to discover new tastes. Enjoy the
magic of inﬁnity, caught in our gin twists created by a gin virtuoso Mr.
Danijel Galjot from Bled.
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Choose from ten gin twists that will get you in special mood.

NOSTALGIC

6,50 €

Gin Brin (Slovenia)
»Very traditional. Gin made according to the unique process of juniper berry brandy
production with unique, juniper-laden flavor. Winner of the Gold Award for the Best
Traditional Gin in Europe.«
Thomas Henry tonic, elderﬂower juice, lemon juice, juniper berries

MISCHIEVOUS

7,50 €

Limbay Gin (Slovenia)
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»Very unusual. Different taste, smell and colour. Gin aged in an oak barrel. An
outstanding flavour of vanilla, lime and angelica. It hides a mystery.«
XL ice cube made of orange juice and ginger

HEDONISTIC

6,50 €

Gin Monologue (Slovenia)
»Made according to the recipe of Chef Tomaž Kavčič. It contains the story of
traditional Slovenian herbs and olive leaves. Winner of prestigious awards and ranked among
the best spirits in the world.«
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Thomas Henry tonic, olive oil, lemon juice, lemon, rosemary

SPACED OUT

7,50 €

Suntory Roku Gin (Japan)
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»Mystical, as the land from which it originates. The translation means six,
for the six herbs that it contains. All herbs are harvested during flowering.
It tastes like japanese green tea.«
Fevertree Light tonic, lime juice, Japanese fruit, matcha tea

HYPERACTIVE

7,50 €

Gin Mare (Spain)
»The first gin of the Mediterranean. Complex and at the same time harmonious. Herbs
and citrus predominate. With many years of tradition and many recognitions.«
Fever Tree Mediterranean, lime juice, basil, rosemary, olives, black salt

ECSTATIC

8,50 €

Gin Monkey 47 (Germany)
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»The Lord among the gins. Unusual and complex. It contains 47 natural
ingredients and is bottled at 47% vol. alcohol.«

XL ice cube made of lime juice

HEAD OVER HEELS

6,50 €
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Opihr Gin Oriental Spiced (England)
»Magical taste of the Orient. Hot and spicy. Produced in the oldest distillery in the world,
following the recipe of the first lady of the gin world.«
Thomas Henry tonic, hibiscus, chili, strawberries

CHILLED OUT

7,00 €

Martin Miller's Gin (England)
»The most awarded gin in the world. Refreshing and spicy.
Extremely pure gin, made with spring Icelandic water.«
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Fevertree Light tonic, lime juice, basil, cherry tomatoes

CAREFREE

7,00 €
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Tanqueray Gin (Scotland)
»Number one by its popularity and fame. Refreshing and light. A distinctive citrus taste.
Its recipe is a carefully guarded secret.«
Thomas Henry tonic, grapefruit juice, citrus fruits, dill

COOL

6,50 €

Gin Hendricks (Scotland)
»A unique gin, there is not one alike. A fusion of gentle rose and
refreshing cucumber. Recipient of numerous prestigious awards.«
Thomas Henry tonic, lime juice, cucumber, radish, watercress
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